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Background

● The term “redlining” has been used to describe all forms of housing discrimination based 

on race
○ This oversimplifies the multiple ways in which segregation was/is implemented 

○ Redlining does not refer to the outright restriction of ownership, inheritance, or residence of black 

Americans in a neighborhood or district.

● The 1917 Buchanan v. Warley Supreme Court case outlawed municipally mandated race 

based housing, but it did not in any way deal with private agreements (Ely, 1998).
○ The lack of a decision on private agreements created a loophole which led to the rise of racially 

restrictive housing covenants

○ “by 1940, 80% of property in Chicago and Los Angeles carried restrictive covenants barring black 

families” (The Fair Housing Center of Greater Boston, 2021). 

○ It was not until Congress passed the Fair Housing Act in 1968 that racially restrictive covenants 

were made illegal



Introduction

● Significant work had already been done on the project
○ 16 different racial covenants were already located by a 2019 team

■ However, no inclusion of deed liber and folio

○ Creation of a story map which was used as a reference 

● Initially, we attempted to recover the lost data
○ Was a very slow process with little result



Methods

● Used the mdlandrec.net grantor 

index to systematically search deeds

● Began with 1923, A-B
○ All documents typed  by this date

● Then started with the first name 

alphabetically
○ Going to page 1 of the 1923-39, A-B 

index 



Methods, pt 2

● Only examined entries labeled as 

“deeds”

● Read through primary documents 

and located racial restrictions

● Identified plat books in which the 

property belongs



Methods, pt 3

● Located the plats referenced in the 

original deeds

● Recorded information for plat and 

deed
○ Subdivision name, plat book 

number and page, date of creation, 

surveyor, deed liber, folio and date, 

and exact quote

● Mapped the plat in an ArcGIS story 

map



Results



Deliverables 

● Visualization of data via 

ArcGIS
○ Restrictive covenants 

represented as 

polygons not points

● Creation of an ESRI Story 

Map web page



Analysis

● Language of deeds specifically 

targeted African Americans

● The creation of deeds was common 

practice for developers

● Most covenants were close to DC



Moving Forward

● Possible expansion of data
○ Inclusion of oral history

● Biggest takeaway is the methodology and identification of relevant data

● Biggest remaining challenge is the slow rate of research
○ Possible to speed up through automation 

○ Could analyze deeds via an OCR to search for keywords


